The centuries-old art form of book design
continues to challenge the brightest minds of
the publishing industry to maintain its bottom
line: readership and profitability.
By Stuart Rosebrook
We all have that one book, maybe not the first book that
we read that inspired us to love Western books, but one in
which the title spoke to us from across the room. Whatever
the reason, whatever the motivation, we all remember when
we pulled that book off the shelf – inexorably drawn to the
title – and when we saw the cover for the first time, we knew
we had to have it.
For me, that book is A.B. Guthrie Jr.’s The Big Sky. I was
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with my dad browsing the
stacks of new and unusual
books at Dutton’s Books in
North Hollywood, California. I asked Dad about
Guthrie’s novel. He said that
I would love it, although
the Kirk Douglas adaptation wasn’t that good, in his
opinion (if there was a movie
connection, Dad always knew that, too).
I received it a few weeks later for my 16th
birthday, and I still have it.
What sold me on it beyond the inspiring
title? The evocative cover painting of the
fur trapper on horseback spoke to me in a
subconscious way that I can only define in
one word: freedom. And it still does nearly
four decades later.
And that is the beauty of the alchemy of
design. As University of Oklahoma Press
director B. Byron Price says, the key to successful Western book covers is a “rapid and
clear association of a book’s cover with the
book’s content.”
The Rise of the Illustrated Western
Ernest Hemingway wrote for Esquire magazine in December 1934: “All good books are
alike in that they are truer than if they had really happened and after you are finished reading one you will feel that all that happened to
you and afterwards it all belongs to you; the
good and the bad, the ecstasy, the remorse and
sorrow, the people and the places and how the
weather was.” Hemingway’s reflective words
could easily be applied to the magic of a great
Western – fiction or nonfiction – and the best amalgamation of cover art and title designed emotively to inspire the
buyer consciously and subconsciously to spontaneously
purchase the book – and be immersed in the author’s prose.
But when did cover art and design become essential to
selling Western books? In the 19th Century, publications
such as Harper’s Weekly, Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper,
Scribner’s Monthly (later The Century Magazine) and Beadle’s
Dime Library built their circulation on richly illustrated
covers and stories. Many of the highly skilled artists they
employed interpreted the news of the day or adapted largeformat photographs into lithographs, woodcuts and
copperplate engravings.
Book publishers emulated the illustrative style in the
interior of early best-selling Western books, but dust jackets were limited, and covers were mostly decorated with
embossed and gilded designs. As publishing books for mass
consumption grew with the growth of the middle class in
the late 19th Century, the pairing of an author with a wellknown illustrator for cover art and interior illustrations rose
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in popularity.
on the use of color plates and renowned artists and illustraOne of the best-known examples is Theodore Roosevelt’s
tors in book publishing, the dust jacket was not the rule but
Ranch Life and the Hunting Trail, illustrated by Frederic
the exception in 1911. According to Andrea Koczela’s in “A
Remington and published in 1888 by The Century
Brief History of the Dust Jacket,” (BooksTellYouWhy.com,
Company, a subsidiary of Charles Scribner’s Sons, a
February 1, 2015), dust jackets first appeared in the 1830s
trailblazer in illustrative book publishing.
and became commonplace in the 1870s to protect the bindIn addition to Scribner’s, numerous other publishers of
ing and embossed, gilded cover art.
Western books adopted illustrative styles for covers, and
The simple style of book jackets, with the addition of
increased their use of interior
titles on the spine and spot illus“People … automatically believe in books. That is
woodcuts, black-and-white
trations unique from publisher
strange, but it is so. Messages come from behind the
illustrations and phototo publisher, remained in place
controlled
and
censored
areas
of
the
world
and
they
graphs. Classic examples that
until the 1920s when “publishdo not ask for radios, for papers and pamphlets. They ers began emphasizing the dust
are highly collectible today
inevitably ask for books. They believe books when
include Bret Harte’s The Writjacket instead of the bindings.”
they believe nothing else.”
ings of Bret Harte (Houghton
The ’20s were also a golden era
– John Steinbeck in American advertising and
Mifflin, 1896); Charles Lummis’s Some Strange Corners of
publishers began to use dust
Our Country: The Wonderland of the Southwest (The Century
jackets as creative advertisements for their books, authors
Company, 1892); Owen Wister’s The Virginian (The Macand publishing houses.
millan Company, 1902) – look for the rare publisher’s 1911
“The jackets boasted more information than ever before,”
special edition with illustrations by Charles M. Russell and
Koczela says. “Instead of including only a printed title, or
Frederic Remington; Jack London’s The Call of the Wild
perhaps a design similar to the binding, publishers began
(The Macmillan Company, 1903); and Zane Grey’s Last of
printing book synopses as well as author biographies.”
the Plainsmen (Outing Publishing, 1908).
Pulps to Phones
Charles Scribner’s Sons continued their influence on the
In the 1930s, with the advent of pulp paperbacks by
publishing industry in pairing artists with authors in the
Albatross Books (Germany, 1931), Penguin (U.K., 1935),
production of illustrative Westerns, such as Frank SpearPocket Books (U.S., 1939), Dell (U.S., 1942) and Fawcett
man’s 1906 Whispering Smith, illustrated by N.C. Wyeth. But Gold Medal Originals (U.S., 1950), Western book covers
it was the groundbreaking color-plated covers and interior
became a highly creative medium, a miniature canvas for
color plates in Scribner’s Illustrated Classic series, launched
designers to apply their best skills to attract customers to the
in September 1911 with Robert Louis Stevenson’s Treasure
marketplace. Covers of all styles provided work for some of
Island, illustrated by N.C. Wyeth, that probably had the
America’s best artists, a place where their skills in illustragreatest lasting effect on cover design in the early decades of tive art, popular in pulps and comics, magazines, advertisthe 20th Century.
ing and poster art, could be showcased and paired with the
Yet, as influential as Scribner’s Illustrated Classics were
marketing team’s great titles, subheads, back cover copy and
Guidon Books in Scottsdale, Arizona. Courtesy of Guidon Books
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provocative cover blurbs.
As Abigail Wheetley recounts in “How the Paperback
Book Transformed American Culture” (BooksTellYouWhy.
com, July 30, 2016), “those pulp artists who had been lend-

ing their talents to cheap magazines found that they could
be just as easily hired to design covers for Of Mice and Men
instead of Man’s Life Monthly. The smaller size and reduced
exposure meant that the illustration had to be twice as eye
catching as a magazine cover. Not only did the covers impact the sale of the book, they often outshined the content
housed within it.”
Today, nearly eight decades later, publishing teams at
America’s Western book publishers, fiction and nonfiction, are still applying all of their creative skills to cover art
and copy to inspire the buyer through traditional advertising media and the point of sale at the
bookstore. But, a major communications
revolution has happened in the past
decade to reinvigorate all the skills and
creativity of publishing teams: internet
sales, eBooks, personal electronic devices, phones and tablets.
“Five Star Publishing produces their
novels in digital format for consumer

TOP 10
Favorite book covers, CD/album covers, movie posters
From Staff Reports
Keeping with our theme of covers, we randomly tracked
down WWA members for their favorites: book covers, CD
covers or film posters.
Here they are, listed alphabetically by title:

1. The Alamo (Batjac/United Artists,
1960): “John Wayne’s flawed epic is
grandly recapitulated in this dynamic
poster. Reynold Brown’s original painting hung for years in the real Alamo.
For a teenage boy, the poster captured
much of the action and power of the film’s final battle. It
hung on my wall for years.”
– Jim Beaver, actor, playwright, film historian
Studio City, California

2. The Big Outfit (Bantam, 1955): “I
love a lot of the 1950s hand-painted covers on the Bantam paperbacks. The one
for The Big Outfit by Peter Dawson most
likely blended in with all the rest at the
time, but remains a stand-out to me.”
– Larry D. Sweazy, Spur-winning fiction writer
Noblesville, Indiana
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3. Blood on the Moon (RKO, 1948):
“The film version of Luke Short’s Gunman’s Chance, Blood on the Moon was but
one of four film versions of Short Westerns shot in 1948. Directed by Robert
Wise and starring Robert Mitchum, the
story may be one of redemption, but it’s
a film noir delight.”
– Bob Herzberg, film historian
Brooklyn, New York

4. Close Range: Wyoming Stories
by Annie Proulx (Scribner, 1999):
“The stark cover reflects the grim, often
desolate stories of Proulx’s protagonists,
and it’s interesting. The riderless horse
in the snow suggests trouble, a tale of
things gone wrong.”
– Susan K. Salzer, Spur-winning fiction writer
Columbia, Missouri

5. A Horse Called Music by Willie
Nelson (Columbia, 1989): “Of course,
you knew this would send me plowing
through all the CDs and some – I was
exhausted – of the vinyl album covers
in the house. Not a full-fledged Western
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and library markets, as well as their hardcover format,” Five
Star senior editor Tiffany Schofield says.
“If a cover font is not easily readable in
a small digital image, it won’t be as noticeable and/or pleasing to the potential
buyer’s eye.”
According to University of Texas
Press senior book designer Derek
George, who recently managed the
redesign of Texas’s J. Frank Dobie
catalog, Western book covers must be
able to convey their message succinctly
and seamlessly in a matter of scrollable,
metadata digital moments.
“We are conscious of how a book
cover will look as a small thumbnail
image on a webpage as well as from
a distance, face-out on a bookshelf,”
George says. “We try to make sure that
important elements of the book cover
Courtesy of Guidon Books

musician, some would argue – but the same would be true
of Marty Robbins, the greatest of them all – but sure as hell
a Western album cover.”
– Ralph Estes, Western entertainer and author
Corrales, New Mexico

6. The Monkey Wrench Gang: 10th
Anniversary Edition by Edward Abbey (Dream Garden Press, 1985): “In
a fit of demented inspiration, legendary
bookman Ken Sanders brought together
two 1970s counterculture legends, writer
Ed Abbey and illustrator R. Crumb, in
the 10th anniversary edition of Abbey’s
iconic novel of eco-warriors pitted
against ruthless despoilers of western landscapes. Rarely
have a writer and artist been so perfectly matched.”
– Bruce J. Dinges, historian
Tucson, Arizona

7. Pen & Ink, Voice and Strings:
Echoes From the New Frontier,
anthology CD (Western Writers of
America, 2016): “Bobby Daniels’s
graphic design of guitar and books reflects a warm intimacy rather than wide
open spaces – memories of great books, music and friends.
OK, I’m prejudiced!”
– William Groneman III, historian, songwriter,
Roundup Music Room trail boss
Kerrville, Texas

8. Stone Song: A Novel of the Life of
Crazy Horse: 20th Anniversary Edition
by Win Blevins (WordWorx, 2016): “The
premise of my career is the unwritten West,
that is, stuff other than cowboys, trail
drives, marshals and gunmen. It’s definitely
Western – horses’ heads – but its style is not
dust and alkali. It’s pure artistic beauty.”
– Win Blevins, Owen Wister Award recipient
Bluff, Utah

9. Tonight We Ride: The Tom Russell Cowboy Anthology by Tom Russell
(Frontera, 2014): “I’m a huge fan of Tom’s
music and art: his songs that cut to the
blood and guts chase of life and his bold
and colorful post-impressionistic style of
painting. Tom’s art is so much like my late
19th-early 20th Century favorites, a Van Gogh-Matisse
marriage, of sorts. His album cover depicting the Southwesternflavored cowboy figure bucking out his cayuse? Well, for me,
that’s Western at its best, in both art and song.”
– Almeda Bradshaw, 2016 Spur finalist for song
Huntley, Montana

10. The Wild Bunch (Phil Feldman/
Warner Bros.-Seven Arts, 1969): “The image
of the outlaws facing a desolate landscape,
their shadows elongated by a setting sun,
along with the tag lines that suddenly the
Old West was dead and suddenly the sky was
bathed in blood, viscerally haunts me.”
– Thomas D. Clagett, film historian, fiction writer
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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are communicated in these situations.”
Similarly at the University of Nebraska Press, publicity manager Rosemary Vestal Sekora says, “Each book is
treated individually from a design point of view. However,
in this age of metadata, it’s very important that the title and
subtitle contain key words that will bring the book up if
people search that topic on Amazon.”
But what about all the attention the
media and consumer are giving scrollable websites on phones and tablets?
Dale R. Bennie, associate director of the
University of Oklahoma Press, notes:
“We regularly check our layouts at small
sizes during the design process to ensure
they’re not so small as to be obscure, but
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we don’t strictly adhere to typographic approaches intended
to maximize visibility on store shelves or on an iPad or
iPhone screen.”
“To Buy, or Not to Buy?
That is the Question!”
My apologies to the bard William Shakespeare, but
“Should I buy this book?” is the question all publishing
teams and authors – and booksellers – want potential book
buyers to ask when they walk (or in 2017 – scroll virtually)
into a bookstore and begin to browse. And as an author,
editor (currently the Western books editor for True West
magazine), former book store employee, book collector and,
yes, impulsive buyer of new and used books, what is it that
drives me to purchase a new (and/or used) book spontaneously without prior consideration or knowledge of the title
before browsing in a store or online?
Is it the design of the cover? The image? The title? The
subhead? The author’s name? As long as books have been
published with cover images, editors and designers have debated over the importance of title versus cover image in the
selling of books. Today, in the highly competitive marketplace of selling books in the Western genre, booksellers are
very aware of trends in cover designs.
“An example of a good recent trend would be Craig
Johnson’s excellent, classy covers [for books] which are
contemporary Western crime novels but evoke the feel of
old WPA poster art,” says Patrick Millikin of Poisoned Pen,
a Scottsdale, Arizona, bookstore. “I’ve also noticed a lot of
landscape shots. This year I’ve seen several variations on the
cowboy-with-the-long-tan-duster theme [as in Robert Knott’s
latest Robert B. Parker novel]. Jeff Guinn’s covers are also
really appealing to the eye, and I think this helps sales. The
old Western novel covers of yesteryear, with a cover depicting the characters in action —involved in a shootout or
whatever – don’t seem to be very effective with a mystery
audience. I’d say that a more literary look and feel (Philipp
Meyer’s The Son, for instance) is more in vogue at the moment.”
At Kensington, the last New York mass-market publisher
of Western fiction, senior editor Gary
Goldstein says historical accuracy of the
cover is critical.
“It [design] starts with the outline,
which obviously is supplied by the
author,” Goldstein says. “The setting,
time period and the characters are key.
From there I write up an art sheet,
which includes the synopsis, the year the
action takes place, even the season. …
Accuracy is … a key element because our readers … detect
even the most minor errors and inconsistencies. Nothing
turns a Western reader off more than faulty geography on a
cover. Like a mountain range in the Panhandle or a cactus in
Montana.”
And what is the indefinable secret in designing a book
cover that drives a buyer to pick up the book and purchase
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the book? Renowned Colorado poet and Colorado Springs
Hooked on Books bookstore co-owner Jim Ciletti is emphatic about the importance of cover design in selling Western
books: “We buy with our eyes first. Show-and-tell never fails.”
So what is the present and future in cover design of
Western books? Art director and production manager Lisa
C. Tremaine of the University of New
Mexico Press reflects on the pressure of
the marketplace on cover design, “I think
covers have become cleaner, designs are
integrating materials and content in a
way that hearkens back to something
simpler, stronger, and less cluttered.”
But maybe it is best-selling English
author Tim Parks who best summarizes
the future of books best in his essay “EBooks are for Grown-Ups” in Where I’m Reading: The Changing World of Books:
“We can change everything about a text but the words
themselves and the order they appear in. The literary
experience lies not in any one moment of perception or
any physical contact with a material object (even less in
the ‘possession’ of handsome masterpieces lined up on our
bookshelves), but in the movement of the mind through a
sequence of words from beginning to end. More than any
other art form it is pure mental material, as close as one can
get to thought itself.”
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